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Genetic Mutations and Desmoids
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All Desmoid Tumors Locations of FAP-Associated DTs
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The vicious cycle…

Abdominal Surgery

Desmoid formation

Normal healing 
process 

(Wnt/APC/b-catenin)

Up to 30% of all desmoid 

patients have a history of 

prior trauma or surgery

FAP patients particularly prone to 

desmoid formation after surgery 

• 68% of FAP desmoid patients 

had had prior surgery

• 50% of patients will have 

tumors form within 5 years 

after surgery

Intraabdominal 

desmoids can cause life-

threatening obstruction, 

perforation or bleeding 

requiring emergency 

surgery

Ravi et al, Up to Date 2019



Recurrence is problematic regardless of mutation status
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Intraabdominal/mesenteric desmoids have 
decreased overall survival relative to other sites
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Does chemotherapy improve outcomes long-term?



Treatment options in 2019…
Watch and Wait

Surgery

Radiation

Ablation

IRE/Nanoknife

HIFU

Estrogen-blocking 
Treatments

Antiinflammatories

Targeted 
treatments

Chemotherapy (IV)

• Doxorubicin/Dacarbazine

• MTX/vinblastine

• Doxil

• Sorafenib

• Imatinib

• Pazopanib

• Nirogacestat

• Tegavivint (IV)

• Tamoxifen +/- sulindac

• Aromatase inhibitors

• Celebrex



Surgical Issues for Desmoid Tumors:
Weighing the Goals Against the Risks of Surgery

Pros Cons

• Relieve pain/pressure

• Relieve obstruction

• Prevent complications

• Surgical complications

• Intestinal obstruction

• Nutritional issues

• Recurrence



Surgical Issues

• Natural history

• Intestinal blood supply

• Functional intestine

• “sticky” tumor with unclear borders
• Positive margins

• Activated by surgical trauma?
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Case Discussion #1

• 66 year old female with prior melanoma and thyroid cancer

• Noted growing mass over several months, mild pain, pressure symptoms. Reduced 
appetite. 

• CT with new 13 cm mass (none 2 years prior). Biopsy showed low grade spindle cell 
neoplasm.

• Discussion on treatment options. Patient requested removal.  

• Pathology Desmoid-type mesenteric fibromatosis involving colon wall. 



2/2017 8/2019

Case Discussion #2

• 47 F (2172495) with metastatic melanoma since 2012- on immunotherapy

• Developed a small intestinal obstruction secondary to growing mesenteric 
mass. 

• Other disease stable for 2 years. Presumed melanoma metastasis. Operation 
to remove the mass = Desmoid



• 35 year old female physician who noted abdominal cramping and pain in her mid 
abdomen and a palpable mass in August 2018

• She performed an ultrasound on herself in the ER which showed a 4.5 x 4.5 cm 
mass in her mid abdomen

• CT scan showed a mesenteric mass that was wrapped around and blocking the 
inferior mesenteric vein with multiple satellite nodules/lymph nodes.

• Biopsy confirmed the diagnosis of desmoid tumor

• Mother had a neuroendocrine cancer in the appendix, father had Hodgkins
lymphoma

• The patient had a negative colonoscopy for any polyps

• She had no other medical problems but has three children, with the last baby 
born 4 months prior to her symptoms. This most recent baby was conceived with 
in vitro fertilization.

Case Discussion #3



Case Discussion #3

• Ongoing pain likely related to 
venous outflow obstruction 
(confirmed on colonoscopy as well)

• What should we do?



Case Discussion #3

• Opted for chemotherapy with doxorubicin/dacarbazine

• Pain resolved

• Significant side effects – nausea/vomiting, low blood pressure

• Decreased doses for cycle 4 but still toxic – stopped treatment 4/2019

• Ongoing tumor shrinkage 4 months out from chemotherapy

Baseline After 3 cycles 4 months out from chemo



• 27 yo M prisoner who presented 
9/2018 with nausea, feeling full after 
eating, fatigue, diarrhea, weight loss, 
abdominal/back pain

• CT scan showed large abdominal mass 
with bilateral severe hydronephrosis

• Biopsy confirmed desmoid 
fibromatosis

• Positive family history of early colon 
cancer – Genetic testing confirmed FAP

Case Discussion #4



• Unlikely to be resectable with negative margins

•Would require removal of extensive amount of 
bowel

• Recommendation for systemic treatment:
• Doxorubicin-dacarbazine

• Placed bilateral ureteral stents

• 5 cycles of chemotherapy, no complications, 
mild shrinkage in the tumor mass and clinical 
improvement

Case Discussion #4



• Developed rectal bleeding requiring colectomy due to 

polyposis, no intervention on the DT

• Began growing again within two months

• Does surgery contribute to the recurrence/regrowth?

Case Discussion #4



Conclusions

• Intraabdominal desmoids are problematic and prone to recurrence, 
particularly those associated with FAP 

• Surgical resection retains an important role particularly in 
management of complications, to reset the clock and provide time for 
systemic therapies

• Traditional chemotherapies have been effective options but 
associated with substantial toxicities

• Hope from newer agents with less toxicity, data still maturing 

Thank you and Question Time!


